For cast iron, putting// .10,000 Ihs., the ultimate strength, and w---o.2()X 12 Ihs., it follows that r .\$.\ feet jkt second. In other wonls a cast-iron ring will hurst at a speed of 454 feet per second. .Furthermore, an examination of the formula shows that for a ring this bursting velocity depends not at all on the size or shape of the cross section, hut only on the material used as represented hy./i and 'u(. This is not entirely true. In La cylindrical disk, without any hole, the maximum centrifugal
o.-jtu-t*'"
tension is at the center, where Jt	,    For a cylindrical
cxS.,w?
disk with incipient hole,/	.    For the derivation of these
,% formula*, see Swing's Strength t\f Materials; also Stodohi's Steam
Turbines*
i This centrifugal tension causes a corresponding elongation ol the material and therefore an increase in the radius of the ring. A free, thin ring of whatever cross section can and docs take the new radius and the tension on all sections f, pounds per square inch
With the introduction of rigidly fastened arms a number oi new and vital elements enter inlo ihe problem. An arm of the same original length as the original radius uf the rim wher rotated about an axis perpendicular to its inner end will ulse suffer an elongation due In centrifugal action. The amount of thii radial elongation will vary with tin* form of the arm, but in n< practical case will it amount to as much as one third of the radial increase of the ring rot a lint1: at the same speech
To accommodate this difference the arm, if rigidly fastener to hub and rim, will be extended lengthwise by the rim and the rim will be drawn in, out of its regular circular form, by the arm. The relation between the amount tlu* arm is drawn on and the amount the rim is drawn in is governed by tlu* proper tions of these parts.
* See also, Moss in Trans. A, S. M. K.f Vol. XXXIV.

